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Abatract

A aplit-rlng resonator haa been designed for an
optiaua particle velocity 6 - v/c - 0.16 and a fre-
quency of 145.5 MHz. The ratio of peak-aurface elec-
tric field to effective accelerating field in the re-
sonator has been reduced 20Z froa the value obtained
in previously developed split-ring resonators. The
lap roved design results froa the use of elliptlcally-
aectioned loading aras and drift tubes, which have been
enlarged to reduce peak-surface fields and also shaped
to eliminate bean-steering effects in the resonator.
All fabrication probleas presented by the more-coaplex
geoaetry have been solved* and a prototype supercon-
ducting niobium resonator haa been completed. An
accelerating field of 3.3 MV/n at 4 watts rf input haa
been so far achieved, corresponding to an effective
accelerating potential of 1.17 MV per resonator.

Introduction

This paper describes the current status of devel-
opaent of a superconducting niobiua split-ring resona-
tor designed for particle ve loc i t ies B • v/c - 0.16.
The resonator extends the velocity range of previously
developed spl i t -r ing structures by 54X, and i s intend-
ed for use in the ATLAS addition to the existing
Argonne superconducting heavy-ion l inac.

The linac i s presently an array of two types of
spl i t -r ing resonators, which accelerate aost e f f i -
ciently for a particle velocity Bo * .06 for the low-
beta, and Bo " °>1 f °* the high-beta structure.1*2

Each type accelerates with aore than 80Z of optimum
efficiency for a range of veloci t ies .76 % < B S 1.42
fi0.

Because of the Halted velocity range, to extend
the heavy-ion linac by adding resonators of the Bo "
.1 type would give less than optlaua performance for
the l ighter ions. Thus developaent of a higher velo-
c i ty aplit-rlng structure was undertaken.

In what follows, the design and construction of a
prototype niobiua resonator i s described, the results
of t e s t s of the prototype are presented, and the re-
Mining developaent tasks discussed.

Design and Construction

The resonator, shown, in Fig. 1, seeas best de-
scribed in terns of changes froa the 60 • .1 s p l i t -
ring. The drift-tube dlaaeter has been Increased froa
10 to 12 cm, allowing an increase in the radius of
curvature at the ends of the drift tubes, which de-
creases the peak surface electric f ield as shown In
Table I . The resonant frequency of the accelerating
aode has been increased froa 97 to 145.5 Wz, primari-
ly by decreasing the length of the loading ara from
50 to 30 ca. The Increase in frequency causes a
proportionate Increase in the rf current in the load-
ing ara for a given accelerating f i e ld . To keep the
peak surface aagnetlc f ield within acceptable l imits ,
the loading ara diameter i s increased froa 3.2 ca to
5.1 ca.

'Work performed under the auspices of the Office of
Basic Energy Sciences, D. S. Department of Energy.

The increased s ire of the drift tubes and loading
STB within the fixed 16 inch resonator dlaaeter re-
duces the radial clearance between the various elements
and caused objectionably large surface electric f ie lds
along the loading aras. This problem i s overcome by
asking the cross-section of the loading arm e l l ip t i ca l
with the major axis parallel to the beaa-axls. An
additional advantage of the e l l ip t ica l geoaetry i s s
1SZ reduction in peak surface magnetic f ie ld . The
el l ipse chosen has a aajor diameter of 5.84 en and a
minor diaaeter of 4.26 ca.

Fig. 1. 145.5 Wz, Bo * .16 nlobiua split-ring re-
sonator. The interior diameter i s 16 inches. The end-
plates are removed to show the resonator interior.

Aa i s shown in Table I , the electrodynamic pro-
perties of Che resonator are satisfactory in a l l
respects.

Table I . Comparison of the principal electrodynaaic
properties of the Bo • .16 and the lower velocity
spl i t -r ing resonators.

Optiaua Resonant Peak Surface Fields* RF Energy
Velocity Frequency Electric Magnetic Content*

.066 97 MHz 4.8 MV/i

.106 97 4.7

.163 145.5 3.9

129 G .069 J

182 .147

145 .159

*At an effective accelera 1 MV/B.

The general aefAjHQA^Maatructlon is the same as
for the previously V|pR)ped niobiua split-ring re-
sonators. I .e . , the cylindrical housing is aade ftroa
au explosively bonded nioblua-copper composite, while
the split-ri&t loading structure i s amde of Stanford-
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grade niobium, foraed by standard sheet-metal tech-
niques and Joined by electron-beam welding.

The major point of difference from the previously
developed resonators, and the najor source of d i f f i -
culty in construction, i s the • l l iptically-sectioned
loading arsu In earlier resonators, the loading aras,
of circular cross section, were foraed by bending a
drawn niobium tube. The present • l l lp t l ca l l y section-
ed loading aras are each Bade of four die-formed sec-
t ions, joined by five electron beam welds.

The loading aras are the only part of the resona-
tor required to carry a substantial rf current, and
the rf superconducting properties of this element are
c r i t i c a l . The present design cu l l s for fourteen e lec -
tron beam welds in this region, as compared with four
welds in the earlier structures. Thus anew construc-
tion problem i s the considerably Increased re l iabi l i ty
required of the welding process.

Prototype Tests

In test at 4.2 K, the prototype resonator has ex-
hibited multipacting (op) behavior different from the
earlier spl i t -r ing resonator in that an mp barrier at
Ea « 0.1 MV/m does not condition away with the contin-
ued application of rf power.3 This multipacting level
is strongly coupled to a 134 MHz rf mode in which the
drift-tube voltages are symmetric rather than anti-
symmetric, as in the 145.5 MHz accelerating mode. It
was found that rf conditioning of the 134 Wz mode to
high field levels was possible and that after such
conditioning the mp barrier at 0.1 MV/m in the 145 MHz
mode Mts no longer present. It should be noted that,
in the lower velocity spl i t -r ing resonators, the sym-
metric rf mode i s higher in frequency than the accel-
erating mode and no intractable op barriers are found.

After conditioning, at 4.2 K, the maximum attain-
able f ie ld was limited by a thermal Instability to
Ea < 1.9 MV/a. Second-sound time-of-f l ight thennometry
located the source of thermal instabil i ty at a struc-
tural weld Joining the two major sections of a loading
arm. Microscopic examination of the suspect weld show-
ed no visable defect, such as fissures or cracks, at
the surface of the veld.

The spl i t -r ing loading structure was removed from
the resonator housing and a "cosmetic" reveld of the
suspect joint was performed which re-melted the outer
.020 inch of the .062 inch wall of the loading arm.
Subsequent testing (Fig. 2, curve 1) showed the re-
sonator Q to be increased, but the thermal instabil ity
at Ea - 1.9 MV/m remained. Second-sound diagnostics
showed the location of the field-l imiting defect to be
unchanged.

Following this test , extensive x-ray examination
showed structural flews, such *a lack of penetration,
in several welds including the suspect weld. Rather
than continue attempts to patch the apparently de-
fective weld, i t was decided to construct a second
spli t -r ing assembly.

For the second prototype, the thickness of niobium
in the e l l i p t i c a l loading arms was Increased from
.063" to .094". All EB welds were extensively x-ray-
ed, and were not accepted if there was any evidence
of porosity or lack of penetration.

The second split-ring was welded Into the sane
cylindrical housing used for the f i r s t prototype, and
ha5 been tested several t ines . Typical performance Is
shown in Fig. 2, curve 2 . The decrease in Q for E* >

2 »V/a i s accompanied by x-ray emission Characteristic
of electron-loading. The accelerating gradient with 4
watts of rf input power i s presently 3.3 KV/a, corre-
sponding to an effective accelerating potential of 1.17
MV for the resonator.

Phase stabilization of th* resonator should be
straightforward, since mechanical s tabi l i ty Is good.
At «n accelerating f ie ld ?, - 1 MV/a the radlatioiv-
pressurc induced eigenfrequency thlf t was Af/f »
9 x 10 - ' for the f i r s t prototype. The second proto-
type, with increased wall thickness in the loading

i s somewhat stifferand Af/f - 6 x 10-7

Ea(MV/m)

Fig. 2. Resonator Q vs Accelerating Field Level at
42 K.

Curve 1 is for the first prototype which was thermally
unstable at Ea « 1.9 MV/m because of a defective weld.

Curve 2 is for the second prototype which is limited
by electron loading.

Discussion and Conclusions

Although the field levels achieved can provide a
useful accelerating gradient they are — 20Z lower than
for the previously developed Nb split-ring structures.
Thus development is continuing, focussed on reducing
electron loading.

Two approaches are being explored. The first is
to condition the cold resonator with brief pulses of
high rf power, for which an rf source is being con-
structed. The second is an attempt to identify un-
controlled variables in surface preparation techniques,
which is motivated by the fact that several of the 30
resonators of the earlier designs so far constructed
have exhibited electron loading at field levels com-
parable to those obtained with the present resonator.
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This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legai liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
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